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The Original Text of the Kasuga Edition of the Gobu daijo kyo 
and the Reasons for Choosing a Copy-Text 
Isamu Sasaki 
This paper has two goals: 
A. To show that the Kasuga edition 1rl: B ~ of the Gobu daijo kyo llir~**Kf (hereafter 
K-Gdk), which basically reproduces the text of the Song edition *~ of the Buddhist 
Canon, also includes readings from old Japanese manuscripts. 
B. To examine the reasons for choosing the copy-texts for the K-Gdk. 
My research has led to the following conclusions: 
A. After the manufacturing of the wooden blocks of the K-Gdk on the basis of the 
Song edition, the editbrs emended the text by adopting readings which agree with the 
old Japanese manuscripts. Chapter titles were also included. 
B. The K-Gdk made use of the Sixi edition of the Song Canon *~}J!l,i~~ as the copy-
text for the following texts: the Dafangdeng dajijing *1f~*#effJ:, the Dafengguang 
Jo huayanjing *1IJ1;1.lJJJn*-£, the Mahe bore poluomijing ~~iiJtt::S:i!Ul~Kf, and the 
Da banniepanjing houfen *AA:i1E~Kf1~7J-. This is because the Sixi edition of the Song 
Canon was close to the readings of the old Japanese manuscripts. As far as the Da 
banniepan Jing *A~ilE~Kf is concerned, the K-Gdk editors adopted the Tozen-ji 
edition of the Song Canon *~J:ll-tlfi~~ as the copy-text. The reason was the same: the 
latter' s readings were close the old Japanese manuscripts. 
Those parts which were emended and/or added to the wooden blocks most likely 
represent important variant readings. 
I hope that further research on the Sixi edition and other Song editions of the Canon as 
well as on old Japanese manuscripts and incunables will bring a significant contribution 
to the study of Buddhism in its various aspects. 
